Urs6 avant

The original S6 was largely the same car as the outgoing, original Audi S4 C4 Ur-S4 , with the
only visible differences being new body-cladding and badging. In certain markets where the
even-higher performance RS6 which is also based on the A6 is not sold, the S6 is the most
powerful A6 trim there. Audi was restructuring their model lineup in early and mids, and in late ,
began selling the fifth generation C4 Audi model, re-badged as the Audi A6. Wanting to keep a
sports-saloon in their lineup, the company made small revisions to what was previously known
as the Audi S4 , renaming it the Audi S6 ; the S4 name would eventually be re-used for a
completely different model derived from Audi's smaller Volkswagen Group B platform -based
Audi A4. Audi's trademark " procon-ten " safety system was standard fitment. From its launch
in late , the Audi S6 was powered by a 2, cubic centimetres The vehicle was available with a
standard six-speed manual transmission five-speed only in North America , and Audi's dynamic
Torsen T-1 quattro permanent four-wheel drive system. Audi made a high-performance, 4.
Unlike the five-cylinder turbocharged version, the V8-powered S6 was supplied with a
four-speed automatic transmission as standard, but kept the quattro four wheel drive. A
six-speed manual gearbox was also available as an option. The S6 PLUS, developed by Audi's
wholly owned high performance subsidiary, quattro GmbH , was available for sale during the
model year only production from June to October A total of cars were producedâ€” Avant, and
97 saloons. It was powered by another version of the valve four valves per cylinder 4. It was
only available with a revised six-speed manual transmission parts code prefix: 01E,
identification code: DGU gear ratios - 1st: 3. Further revisions were made to the suspension,
brakes and wheels. Standard wheels were 8Jx17 "Avus" cast aluminium alloy wheels, with an
optional 7Jx16 alloy wheel for use with winter tyres was also available. Hella xenon high
intensity discharge HID headlamps still with the C4s triple bulb design, only low beam were
available as an option. A new Audi S6 , now officially known as the Audi S6 quattro appeared in
, to complement its A6 platform-mate. In North America, the Avant bodystyle was the only
version available. The engine was a new rubber-hydro mounted all-aluminium alloy 4. It had
double overhead camshafts on each cylinder bank and solenoid -operated magnesium
two-stage variable intake manifold. It displaced 4, cubic centimetres The engine was cooled with
the aid of two electric cooling fans , replacing the single viscous fan of earlier models. The
automatic included steering wheel mounted paddle shifters, and a "Dynamic Shift Program"
DSP for improved gear selection based on driving conditions. ZF rack and pinion " servotronic "
speed-sensitive power steering was standard. Brakes consisted of radially vented brake discs
front and rear. The body panels were largely based on the Audi A6 4. A higher performance Audi
RS 6 was also available from to It was built by Audi's high performance private subsidiary
quattro GmbH. It used a twin-turbo " biturbo " version of the 4. The only transmission was a
five-speed tiptronic automatic. The Audi S6 5. Factory production started in June A facelifted
version of the S6 was released in late for the model year. The engine in the C6 S6 is an even
firing all-aluminium alloy 5, cubic centimetres Compared with the 5. It uses twin chain-driven
double overhead camshafts with variable valve timing for both intake and exhaust valves. The
final drive ratio is 3. The S6 5. For the sprint from rest to kilometres per hour However a test by
Edmunds found that the S6 takes 5. Despite its heft at 4, pounds, the S6 has quick reflexes and
agility, with the assistance of Audi's quattro system. The brakes consist of radially ventilated
discs front and rear. The S6 features two rows of five distinctive LED daytime running lamps
DRLs along each side of the front bumper air intakes which indicates the cylinder engine as a
point of differentiation from other A6 models. The company moved over to the RS6 in producing
a more powerful Audi. As with the previous generation, this C6 platform also generated an RS 6
version available for the model years to , again developed and produced by quattro GmbH. This
version of the RS6 included a 5. Available in both Avant and saloon bodystyles, it was Audi's
single most powerful car. The Audi S6 4. The Audi S6 and S7 are powered by a 4. From
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on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Watch this item. This listing has ended. The
seller has relisted this item or one like this. Free postage. Seller's other items. Sell one like this.
Similar sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Audi TT 3. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used: An item that has been previously
used. See all condition definitions â€” opens in a new window or tab Read more about the
condition. Audi UrS6 plus spec avant Quattro drivetrain with the 2. Sound is amazing from the
speakers. New handbrake cables about 18 months ago. New Bosch S4 battery Aug Always runs
on Fuchs 10w50 oil and OE filter. Changed at least once a year. I had new plates made to match
the originals, as car was sold at Audi Listers of Stratford. These make the car look fresh. This
car is what's known as Plus Spec. It has all the extras that the European S6 Plus has, but not
the v8 engine. The S6 Plus was never sold in the UK. To me the 20vt AAN is the best engine
Audi has ever made. Does have some faults. Please bear in mind this car is 23 years old so has
the odd mark here and there. Brake pad warning on dash. Cruise control and sunroof haven't
work since I boight it. I've never got round to sorting these. Front wings are a bit rusty. Very
common C4 problem. Also rubber trim missing from left wing. Paint flaking off from rear spoiler.
Pulls well in all gears and is very smooth to drive. Great car and i have really enjoyed owning it
for the past few years. Will come on the original Plus Spec wheels. Car is located near Perth,
Scotland. Needed a new nearside rear caliper as handbrake mechaniam was seized. Back to
home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Watch this item. Condition: Used. Ended: 12
Jan, GMT. Item location: Blairgowrie, United Kingdom. Used: An item that has been previously
used. Remember me. Hello and welcome to the Audizine Forums! As a guest, you are welcome
to poke around and view the majority of the content that we have to offer, but in order to post,
search, contact members, and get full use out of the website you will need to Register for an
Account. It's free and it's easy, so don't hesitate to join the Audizine Family today! If you're new
to forums in general, be sure to check out the Forum FAQ. To start viewing posts, select the
forum section that you want to visit from the selection below. Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page:
Results 1 to 40 of Thread: URS6 Avant 5. Thread Tools Show Printable Version. My Photo
Gallery: 0. My Classifieds: 0. URS6 Avant 5. Register or Log In now! The RS6 powered Avant is
no more It treated me well for the past miles, but I'm determined to get this thing to , miles. So
here.. Probably because the subframe was already notched for the 4. Engine is bolted to the 5sp
01e transmission at this point, but only with 2 bolts. Wait what? But what will you do for boost?
What happened to your rocker panels? Current: Audi Q5 B8 3. I knew you had this up your
sleeve I stumbled across the other thread by accident the other night while lurking around when
you were asking about lift points for the V As always, excited to see where this goes! Can't wait
to see your progress on this torque monster! Sorry, can't believe it is even doable.. Where
would you put radiator? There's 8" of room between the front most part of the engine and the
front bumper. Crank the rear bias on the center diff for that weighty schnoz! Sent from my
iPhone using Tapatalk. Nice Joel! Itll be interesting to follow this project Sent from my iPhone
using Audizine. Stumbled across your IG only a few hours ago and here we are! Alrighty, made
some decent progress these past few days. Made a lift plate since the S6 5. Thing is sturdy as a

rock and has a front crossbar to grab onto with a ratchet to change the pitch of the motor!
Pretty sweet! I also changed the 5. After that I just modified the 4. I'll finalize engine placement
this weekend and then I can start working on the headers I think! This makes me want to a C4.
Makes me want to 5. Fantasy false logic, but it sounds fun Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk.
I'm not sure yet if 5. Everything just seems to fit I have the dual pass radiator I used on the 4.
I've managed to trim enough of the C6 S6 shroud and big boy fans down so it fits! The reason
I'm so happy is because: A. I didn't have a shroud on the 4. I can use the factory C6 S6 fan
control module instead of having to manually flip a switch and possibly forgetting Everything's
great there It should be very loud and scream.. I have the file a great friend of mine drew up in
CAD of the exhaust manifold flanges. Did you get the intake manifold spacer from JHM? Good
luck with this build, the V10 noises will be so so worth it. Ill let mine sit between K RPM for the
symphony it produces, and it never gets old. The manual component will be even more
glorious. Will the headers your planning fit in a C6 s6 as well? I would love a set! I asked JHM
V10 to get on the list, but they were so wishie washie about cost and commitment. Amazing
tight fit. Not sure if NA engine would benefit from such low restriction exhaust, as it needs some
backpressure. Also depending of how much torque your setup will produce, B7 RS4 Clutch may
not last that long, so I would consider Southbend Stage 2 endurance instead. So, due to space
and packaging, I don't think the headers I'll be making will fit the C6 S6. The 01e is a lot
narrower, and I'll be butted up pretty close to them to avoid the firewall, frame rails, and trans
tunnel. As for the clutch, it's a B7 RS4 "setup". The engine mount brackets were finalized today
and I fitted the HPFP's on as well to make sure everything clears the hood Millimeter's guys
Engine and transmission came out today, this thing is just caked in grease. Gave it a really
good cleaning and will get it back on to start making the exhaust relatively soon. In the
meantime, it's time to start cleaning some valves. Here's 1 pass on cylinder 1, already a night
and day difference! Your family is disappointed and concerned once they find out you've picked
one up. Not to mention you try to hide how much money you routinely give one from your
significant other. I have a regular C4 Avant and it's such a good looking body. I'm on k miles
with no work on the driveline from the cooling fan to the diffs. Engine still starts same as ever no power of course but the 26 mpg is hard to go past for a daily drive. My local Euro shop likes
taking care of it so it's all good. Rust starting to get into the a-pillar but otherwise pretty sound
which is impressive because it's been in the salty NE since Originally Posted by diabolical1.
Watching this thread like a Netflix series, popcorn n all! Originally Posted by TQdriver.
Originally Posted by idotavant. Wait wtf! How did you get an 01e mated to the back of the 5. I
was told this was not possible?!! If this is the case why wouldnt I do it with my c6!! I'd be down!
Originally Posted by 2. No turbo issues I'm sure that Joel will correct if I'm wrong though. Joel,
nice looking work, especially since you just learned to weld at home on your last project Do you
have firewall clearance to run the exhaust tubes over the front axle then turn down to the
collector? Run 5 exhaust pipes out the side of the front fender like an airplane :. Totally trolling
him. Originally Posted by LakeTahoeQuattr. If this is the case why wouldn't I do it with my c6!!
Good luck with those headers. Excellent effort so far. Thanks dude! Did a test fit and all seems
good with room for 1 more on each side! I'll have them welded this week once I get some
purging gas and then finish the last runner; hopefully by the weekend. This is truly amazing
work, I can't wait to buy a house with a garage, and start doing this myself man, amazing work
really! Haha thanks guys! I almost got the fabrication side of things done I welded the primaries
up last Wednesday and Friday I had a baby girl so I probably won't be able to work on it for a
bit. I'm thinking maybe this weekend I can finish it, but maybe it's just wishful thinking on my
part haha. Awesome news man, congrats! This is going to be one hell of a family hauler lol.
Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page:. Bookmarks Bookmarks Digg del. All times are GMT The time
now is AM. Audizine is not endorsed by or affiliated with Audi AG. JavaScript seems to be
disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the
functionality of this website. This entry was posted on February 28, by Motorsport. When
Audizine founder Anthony Marino approached us with his UrS6 Avant in search of more power,
we were ecstatic to work with him on the project. If you can't already tell from the pictures of his
car, Anthony is the kind of guy who prefers a clean, "OEM-plus" ride with subtle aesthetic
changes to accentuate the factory design. After seeing his beautiful UrS6 Avant, we couldn't
argue with his modding philosophies. Anthony wanted to stay true to his minimalist tuning
approach when he came to us wanting about horsepower from the UrS6's capable AAN I5 20VT
motor. He wanted to be able to make the power safely and reliably on stock engine internals,
without breaking the bank for parts and tuning. He had a few other simple requests with his
project, including keeping the factory cruise control and engine management, as well as making
the installation as "stealthy" as possible. Anthony dropped of his car at our Fremont, CA
facility, and we got to work on it right away. Our turbo kit and fuel pump upgrade were designed

to bolt in to the factory location, so the installation was a breeze. Once the hardware was in, we
strapped Anthony's car down on our dyno, and began the fine-tuning of his factory Motronic
ECU. After a little bit of calibration, the car put down a whopping Overall, we were very happy
with the project outcome. Anthony's UrS6 Avant is the epitome of what the perfect Euro wagon
should be. It's clean and unassuming on the outside, comfortable and practical on the inside,
yet still capable of blowing the doors off of any Honda it encounters. Even ones tuned by
Johnny Tran himself! We also have a Feature Gallery on this vehicle, Click Here for more
photos. Nik Moon December 16, at pm. Leave a comment Please wait Recent Posts. Search
Posts. Connect With Us. Bolt Checkout. Tip from FuelTruck. Engine has intermittent bad idle.
Less than 20K on rebuilt head and head gasket. Single adjustable rear, Lowering springs on
stock housings and big sway bars, spare 92 front bar too. Just rebuilt GT turbo, 3 inch stainless
exhaust. Hi bias Torsen. Audi original S8 Avus wheels powder coated with new Conti rubber.
Needs work to be perfect: brake bomb, fuel sending unit, install new radio, HVAC servo I have
all parts and temp gauge fix. Clean California title. Worth more than asking price just in parts,
Interesting offers considered. See a better way to drive black? Ugh, a k mile audi with electrical
issues? Great cars on paper, but lighting money on fire is just as entertaining as owning one.
Somebody dumped some money into this. It's a bad omen. This could easily be a k car on BAT
fully sorted. My father had the sedan version of this car a few years older than this one before it
was rebadged the s6 , until it met a truck going the other way in his lane head-on at a combined
speed of mph. He survived it, barely, which speaks to the crashworthiness of the series. I drove
the car quite a bit before that, and the turbo 5 cylinder was a revelation, as was the chassis. I
would love to have this car, but it needs to go to an Audi mechanic with the electrical issues it
has. Please log in again. The login page will open in a new tab. After logging in you can close it
and return to this page. August 2, Log in to Reply. Close dialog. Session expired Please log in
again. The Type 44 was already a fan favorite before the 20V version appeared here briefly for
the model year, with wider flared track, bigger brakes, and more power. To answer fans, Audi
introduced an even more potent version with the S4; even bigger wheels, lower suspension, and
a few more horses were encased in a thoroughly modern shape, yet one that was easily
recognizable to fans of the brand. But the Type 44 still held one advantage over its replacement;
as we saw recently, an optional fifth door. While the Avant version of the new was available
immediately, there was no range-topping S4 wagon brought here. That was finally remedied
with the relaunch of the now renamed S6 Avant for With smoothed out bumpers, revised
passenger mirror, rolling changes such as new Speedline Avus 6-spoke wheels replaced the
Fuchs that the S4 wore, and headrests became closed. These were really only minor changes to
the recipe, which at its roots remained a fan fantasy. The traditional inline-5 that had hung out of
the nose of the high-end Audis was still there, with its dual-cam head augmented by electronic
fuel injection and electronic boost control. The turbo spun up quickly and had an overboost
function, giving drivers horsepower and lb. Form-fitting electric sport seats kept front
passengers firmly planted in place through the prodigious grip generated by the meaty section
tires. Year : This is my 5th Basic services done every 4k miles with Swepco engine oil. Keep in
mind the car is 24 years old, interior is in very good condition and the paint job is not in a show
room condition with few scratches and couple of dents. If you are looking for a solid rust free
low mile UrS6 Avant here it is. Under the hood the engine, and components are coated with
Nyalic Clear Coat protection. This is I believe part of the answer to why the V8 quattro was not
more successful. Although they had distinctly different missions, there was no denying that
there was quite a lot of overlap between the upgraded but aging V8 quattro with its 4.
Europeans got even more overlap, as a turned up version of the ABH 4. So, too, were automatic
transmissions available for Europeans in the S cars. On top of that, the V8 was more expensive
than the S4 if you walked into a dealership. The paint gleams. The mileage is low again, in the
realm of Audis. The interior is the right color. Predictably, that also means a much higher price
because of much greater desirability. Tough to tell in the pics, but is cashmere grey the one that
can look a bit purple? Been years since i saw it in person , and in good shape. I do recall not
liking it as much as stone gray which i loved , but this is a great car to see. Would it be reckless
to plan a mile drive home after picking it up? Jasonm Yeah, in the sun it can look a bit purplish.
Never skipped a beat at mph for hours on end, with a couple quick blasts to These cars are built
with old school vault like construction. If maintained consistently, will go forever and be a joy to
pilot. And the seats are beyond comfortable, with amazing thigh support due to the long
cushions. Things built with superb care and quality last a very very long timeâ€¦and provide so
much enjoyment, patina and all. Enter your email address: Delivered by FeedBurner. We re-post
public classified advertisements. As a practice we rehost images and ad copy to preserve the
listing for future reference. If you would like additional attribution for your work, or wish to
remove your listing from our site, we are happy to accommodate. Please email us:

germancarsforsaleblog gmail. Please note we do not represent these vehicles and our opinion
on these cars has no guarantee or warranty. We are not responsible for these items in any way.
Estimates on price and values expressed in our posts are solely the opinion of the writers.
Thank you for your understanding. Tomas This is I believe part of the answer to why the V8
quattro was not more successful. Thanks to our reader Mike for the spot! Tempted to exchange
for my s4 avant, but shipping adds Nice write up. Neat car. Dan Simoes February 3, at pm.
February 3, at pm. Love this color on this model! Great find! Jasonm February 3, at pm. Early8 Q
February 3, at pm. All the best to the seller and the next owner! Ingolstadt February 7, at pm.
Jasonm I own a quattro, have since Tasteful mods, k miles. Search for: Search. Your email will
not be sold or spammed, we promise! As a result, things might be a bit disorganized and the
site may behave strangely or be offline from time to time. This is only temporary until we can
get everything in place in the new layout. Thanks for your understanding. Upcoming Events. If
you happen to live in the Minneapolis metropolitan area you are in luck as most of our events
take place here. Browse FAQs When we originally created this site back in it was focused
primarily on the original series of S-Cars. ORG YouTube Channel will be rebooting in the near
future with new content geared towards the preservation and enjoyment of these unique
automobiles. Some WordPress knowledge would be good. Name required Email required
Comment required Submit. Please add your vehicle to our registry. Owners of multiple vehicles
will have to enter one at a time. We established the original Audi S series owner registry back in
the late nineties and it has undergone several different revisions since then. Think of it as a
global census of sorts. Thank you and safe travels! If you are determined to keep your classic
20 valver on the road and perhaps restore it to full glory this is the place for you. If you have
purchased, sold or received a total loss insurance settlement for an UrS4 or UrS6 please add
your transaction data to this form to help us track values. With so little sales data this
information becomes critical in the event of a total loss accident ORG and have run with that
ever since. We do have something special in store for our 20th year and look forward to
bringing you some The owner of the car is currently reviewing all of the offers received and will
be contacting the next potential owner in the next day or two. Thank you to everyone who made
offers! Area , General Information , Press Releases. I think everyone who has ever had any real
interest in these cars has heard that they were quite rare. Numerous archived automotive pieces
often refer to the car allocation for quickly selling out but how many were sold each year? Back
when I I figured that a Sony was going to be easier to find, so that's what I ended up with. This
procedure addresses the false two-minute airbag warning light that occurs upon vehicle startup
for some vehicles. Great weather made for a massive turn-out for both cars and spectators. A
few photos from the Maplewood Auto Fair charity car show held May 1st, Proceeds from the
show benefit the Children's Cancer Research Fund. Another great year weather-wise meant a
nice turnout for the show. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to
function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. ORG Used Parts store is not yet accepting online orders
however the items shown within are available to purchase. Contact us at editor s-cars. Learn
More. View Event Calendar. Browse FAQs. When we originally created this site back in it was
focused primarily on the original series of S-Cars. Name required. Email required. Comment
required. Join The S-Registry. Join Now. Editor's Blogs. Area , Genera
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